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Abstract
As the intermediate level task connecting image cap-
tioning and object detection, visual relationship detection
started to catch researchers’ attention because of its de-
scriptive power and clear structure. It detects the objects
and captures their pair-wise interactions with a subject-
predicate-object triplet, e.g. 〈person-ride-horse〉. In this
paper, each visual relationship is considered as a phrase
with three components. We formulate the visual relationship
detection as three inter-connected recognition problems and
propose a Visual Phrase guided Convolutional Neural Net-
work (ViP-CNN) to address them simultaneously. In ViP-
CNN, we present a Phrase-guided Message Passing Struc-
ture (PMPS) to establish the connection among relationship
components and help the model consider the three problems
jointly. Corresponding non-maximum suppression method
and model training strategy are also proposed. Experimen-
tal results show that our ViP-CNN outperforms the state-
of-art method both in speed and accuracy. We further pre-
train ViP-CNN on our cleansed Visual Genome Relation-
ship dataset, which is found to perform better than the pre-
training on the ImageNet for this task.
1. Introduction
Booted by the development of Deep Learning, letting
the computer understand an image seems to be increasingly
closer. With the research on object detection gradually be-
coming mature [37, 36, 32, 24, 22, 23], increasingly more
researchers put their attention on higher-level understand-
ing of the scene [21, 51, 2, 48, 49, 46, 9, 6, 7, 47]. As an in-
termediate level task connecting the image caption and ob-
ject detection, visual relationship/phrase detection is gain-
ing more attention in scene understanding [33, 41, 3].
Visual phrase detection is the task of localizing a
〈subject-predicate-object〉 phrase, where predicate de-
scribes the relationship between the subject and object. Vi-
sual relationship detection involves detecting and localizing
pairs of interacting objects in an image and also classifying
the predicate or interaction between them. For the example
person–hold–kiteperson–hold–kite
Figure 1. Visual phrase (left) and visual relationship (right).
of 〈person-hold-kite〉 in Figure 1, visual relationship de-
tection aims at locating the person, the kite and classifying
the pair-wise relation ‘hold’, while visual phrase concen-
trates on describing the region as an integrated whole.
Compared with localized objects, visual relationships
have more expressive power. It can help to build up the con-
nection between objects within the image, which opens a
new dimension for image understanding. In addition, unlike
captions, the fixed structure of visual relationships makes it
possible to explicitly design the architecture of the model
for better use of the domain knowledge. Therefore, we can
get a richer semantic understanding of the image through
detecting visual relationships.
For visual relationship detection, there are two com-
monly used pipelines, the bottom-up and the top-down. The
bottom-up design first detects objects and then recognizes
the possible interactions among them, which is adopted by
the state-of-art method [33]. The top-down design detects
the 〈subject-predicate-object〉 phrase simultaneously by
regarding the relationship as an integrated whole. In com-
parison, the sequential order of the bottom-up implementa-
tion cuts off the feature-level connection between the two
steps, which is important for correctly recognizing the re-
lationship. Thus, we follow the top-down design by view-
ing the visual relationship as a phrase and solve it as three
closely-connected recognition problems. Because of the
joint training for the subject, predicate and object, our
model is capable of learning specific visual patterns for the
interaction and taking the visual interdependency into con-
sideration.
Another motivation in our model is that the predictions
of different phrase components are dependent on each other
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at the visual feature level. This corresponds to learning spe-
cial features for the pair-wise relationships. For example,
visual connection of the subject (person) appearing sitting
on something and an object (sofa) with the appearance of
human’s legs on it help to enhance the evidence of the pred-
icate “sit on”. In return, the specific visual features for
“sit on” also help to inference the subject (person) and ob-
ject (sofa) as well. They collectively help to detect the re-
lationship, 〈person-sit on-sofa〉. Therefore, how to use
utilize such dependencies would be the core problem of vi-
sual relationship detections.
Based on the analysis above, we propose Phrase-guided
Message Passing Strucvture (PMPS) to model the connec-
tion among relationship components. It can be implemented
with convolutional layers or fully-connected layers. Deep
networks typically pass information feedforward. In con-
trast, PMPS extracts useful information from other compo-
nents in the phrase to refine the features before going to
the next level. With the sense of other components intro-
duced by PMPS, our model can predict the subject, object
and predicate simultaneously as an integrated whole. Be-
sides, unlike simply widening the network, PMPS makes
good use of the domain knowledge of the problem and the
message passing strategies are designed according to the
specific structure of phrases. Such explicit design reduces
the parameter number and makes the training easier.
Our main contributions of our work are summarized as
three-fold:
First, we propose a phrase-guided visual relationship de-
tection framework, which can detect the relationship in one
step. Corresponding non-maximum suppression method
and training strategy are also proposed to improve the speed
and accuracy of our model.
Second, we propose Phrase-guided Message Passing
Structure (PMPS) and corresponding training strategy to
leverage the interdependency of three models for more ac-
curage recognition. In PMPS, a new gather-broadcast mes-
sage passing flow mechanism is proposed, which can be ap-
plied to various layers across deep models.
Third, we investigate two ways of utilizing Visual
Genome Relationship dataset [27] to pretrain ViP-CNN,
both of which improve the performance of our model when
compared with the pretraining on ImageNet.
On the benchmark dataset [33], our approach is, respec-
tively, 13.48% and 6.88% higher for visual phrase detec-
tion and visual relationship detection task compared with
the state-of-art method.
2. Related Work
As the intermediate level task connecting image cap-
tioning and object detection, visual relationship detection is
rooted in object detection, but shares many properties with
image captioning. Also, our proposed model also involves
the message passing structures. We review related works on
these topics.
Object Detection: As the foundation of image under-
standing, object detection has been investigated for years.
Convolutional Neural Networks [28] were first introduced
by the R-CNN [14] for object detection. It processes the re-
gions of interest independently, which is time-consuming.
Then SPP-net [17], Fast R-CNN [13] were proposed to
share convolutional layers among regions in classification.
Ren, et al. proposed Faster R-CNN by utilizing CNN to
do region proposal [37]. YOLO [36] and SSD [32] shared
more convolutional layers for region proposal and region
classification and made detection even faster. ViP-CNN is
based on Faster R-CNN due to its superior performance.
However, it is not trivial to arrange the subject, predicate
and object into an end-to-end framework. We propose
PMPS and corresponding training scheme that uses the en-
tire phrase to guide learning. The entire design is based on
careful analysis of the specific problem.
Image Caption: Describing image with natural lan-
guage have been explored for many years [4, 12, 19, 29, 31,
44]. Recently, using the visual features from CNN, Recur-
rent Neural Networks (RNNs) [45, 18] have been adopted
to generate captions because of its success on processing
natural language. Combining the RNN and CNN becomes
a standard pipeline on solving the Image Captioning prob-
lems [46, 21, 5, 10, 11, 25]. However, the pipeline does
not fit for visual relationship detection due to the difference
between the sentence for image captioning and phrase for
visual relationship detection. Compared to sentences, the
phrase has fixed structure of subject-predicate-object. In
addition, most of the related works focus on the whole im-
age or image region, while the visual relationship detection
targets on the region and its subregions.
Visual Relationship Detection: Visual relationships are
not a new concept. Sadeghi, et al. has proved the phrase, as
a whole, can facilitate object recognition because of its spe-
cial visual appearance [41]. Desai, et al. used the phrase
that describes the interaction between a person and objects
to facilitate actions, pose and object detection [8]. However,
most of the existing works were done for leveraging the re-
lationship for other tasks [16, 30, 40]. Rohrbach, et al. also
investigated grounding the free-form phrases by reconstruc-
tion a given phrase using the attention mechanism [38]. Lu,
et al. first formalized the visual relationship detection as
a task and proposed the state-of-art method by leveraging
the language prior to model the correlation between sub-
ject/object and predicate [41]. However, these methods do
not consider the visual feature level connection among the
subject, predicate and object, which is used in our approach
to improve the detection accuracy.
Message Passing Structure: Deformable parts mod-
els are used for modeling the relationships among objects
and their parts [15, 35, 8]. Conditional Random Field
(CRF) is also proved a powerful tool for dependency learn-
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Figure 2. Overview of ViP-CNN. It generates triplet proposals with RPN and then feeds them into corresponding models. The three
branches are interconnected at both conv layers and fc layers using our proposed Phrase-guided Message Passing Structure (PMPS).
Results from three branches make the final prediction simultaneously.
ing [50, 26]. However, these works mainly focus on the
correlations among predicted labels or object parts. Re-
current Neural Network (RNN) passes the information at
feature level [45, 18] in sequential order. The fixed flow
path and sharing of model parameters in RNN do not fit for
the structural information in the phrase detection. There-
fore, we propose a phrase-guided message passing structure
with specific message passing flow to model the relation-
ship among the visual features in the subject, predicate and
object.
3. ViP-CNN
3.1. Overview
An overview of our proposed model is shown in Figure
2. VGG-Net [42] is used as the basic building block for
our ViP-CNN. Our model divides the entire procedure into
two parts: triplet proposal and phrase recognition. Inspired
by Faster R-CNN [37], triplet proposal and phrase recogni-
tion can share most of the convolutional layers to make the
inference much faster.
ViP-CNN takes an entire image as input, whose shorter
side is scaled to 400 with aspect ratio kept. The image is fed
into several convolutional (conv) and max-pooling layers to
produce the feature map, which corresponds to Conv1 1 to
Conv4 3 in the VGG-Net. Then the network is split into
four branches. One for triplet proposal and three for phrase
detection.
Triplet proposal branch. Taking the output of the
Conv4 3 as input, three convolutional layers are used for
extracting CNN features. Then features are used for propos-
ing class-free regions of interest (ROIs) using the approach
of RPN [37]. By grouping these ROIs, triplet proposal is
obtained. A triplet, denoted by (bs,bp,bo), is made up of
three ROIs, subject ROI (bs), object ROI (bp) and predi-
cate ROI (bo). The predicate ROI is the box that tightly
covers both the subject and the object. Due to the sparsity
of relationship annotations, triplet non-maximum suppres-
sion (triplet NMS) is proposed to reduce the redundancy.
The remaining triplets are used for the phrase recognition
branch. For the example in Figure 2, the triplet contains the
bounding box for the subject (person), the object (dog), and
their union.
Phrase detection branches. Taking the output of the
Conv4 3 as input, subject, predicate, and object have their
own models because they have different visual appearances
and different statuses in the relationship. We use the sub-
ject branch for illustration, which applies for the other two.
Three convolutional layers for the subject branch are used
on the shared feature map. Then the subject proposal is
fed into ROI pooling layer [13] to obtain corresponding fea-
tures with fixed size. Features are processed by several sub-
sequent fully-connected (fc) layers for category estimation
and bounding box regression. The confidence of 〈subject-
predicate-object〉 phrases is measured by the product of
scores for subject, object and predicate. ViP-CNN is ca-
pable of detecting both visual phrases and visual relation-
ships by adopting different bounding box regression val-
ues. Moreover, the phrase guided message passing struc-
ture is introduced to exchange the information among mod-
els, which helps to leverage the connection among the three
components for better results.
3.2. Triplet Proposal with NMS
First, we use RPN [37] to generate object proposals
based on the feature map. RPN is trained using both
subject and object bounding boxes. Proposals are sorted
in the order of objectiveness scores and top N propos-
als are selected. We group the proposals to construct N2
〈subject - object〉 pairs. The predicate ROI is the union
o 𝑏1, 𝑏2 , 〈𝑏3, 𝑏1〉 = 0 × 0.6 
o 𝑏1, 𝑏3 , 〈𝑏1, 𝑏4〉 = 1 × 0.5 〈𝑏1, 𝑏4〉
o 𝑏1, 𝑏3 , 〈𝑏2, 𝑏4〉 = 0.6 × 0.5 〈𝑏2, 𝑏4〉
o 𝑏1, 𝑏2 , 〈𝑏2, 𝑏4〉 = 0.6 × 0 
#2
#1
#3
#4
Figure 3. Illustration of our triplet NMS. Smaller index means
higher objectiveness score. Some pairs are selected for illustration.
bi means the #i ROI, and 〈b1,b2〉 represents the 〈subject, object〉
ROI pairs. Assume o (b1,b2) = 0.6, o (b3,b4) = 0.5 and the
triplet NMS threshold is 0.25.
of the subject ROI and the object ROI. Thus we have N2
〈subject-predicate-object〉 triplet proposals.
Under this settings, 300 object proposals will generate
90,000 triplet proposals, which is a heavy load for the sub-
sequent relationship detection step. It also deteriorates the
final result measured by Recall because of the redundancy
in the triplet proposals with high overlap. Therefore, we
propose a triplet non-maximum suppression (NMS) method
to reduce the redundant triplet proposals (figure 3). Triplet
NMS is done previous to the detection procedure for the
sake of inference speed.
Similar to the NMS in object proposal, triplet NMS is
also based on the overlap and the objectiveness score, which
is introduced below.
Denote the ROI triplet by ti = 〈bs,i,bp,i,bo,i〉, where
bs,i,bp,i and bo,i are, respectively, the bounding boxes for
subject, predicate and object. Denote o (b∗,1,b∗,2) as the
area of intersection between b∗,1 and b∗,2 divided by the
area of their union. Then, the triplet overlap o(t1, t2) is the
product of o(bs,1,bs,2) and o(bo,1,bo,2). The objective-
ness score of the triplet is the product of subject objective-
ness score and object objectiveness score.
With the triplet overlap and objectiveness score defined,
greedy NMS [14] is done to remove redundant triplet pro-
posals. In the experiment, we use 250 object ROIs to pro-
duce triplets and set 0.25 as the triplet NMS threshold. Un-
der this setting, the number of triplets will be reduced from
62,500 to about 1,600, which increases the speed by more
than 20 times.
3.3. Phrase-guided Message Passing Structure
For normal CNN, only visual intra-dependencies are
considered, where features at level l of the subject, predi-
cate and object as hls, h
l
p, and h
l
o respectively, are obtained
as below:
hl∗ = f
(
Wl∗ ⊗ hl−1∗ + bl∗
)
(1)
Subject
Predicate
Object
concat
(a) (b)
 𝐡 𝑔 
𝑙 ,𝐡 𝑏 
𝑙   𝐡𝑙  𝐡𝑙  𝐡𝑙−1 𝐡𝑙+1 𝐡𝑙−1 
Figure 4. Two types of PMPS. (a) Parallel; (b) Sequential. Se-
quential implementation needs two layers while the parallel imple-
mentation only needs one. hl(g) denotes features for gather flow,
and hl(b) for broadcast.
where ∗ can be {s, p, o} and ⊗ denotes the matrix-vector
product for fc layers and convolution for conv layers. Wl∗
and bl∗ are parameters of fc or conv layers.
Under this settings, connections among subject, predi-
cate and object are omitted. To employ the complemen-
tary information provided by other models, Phrase-guided
Message Passing Structure (PMPS) is proposed PMPS ex-
tracts useful information from the source branch to refine
features of the destination branch. Passing message hori-
zontally across deep models helps them improve one an-
other.
Subject-predicate-object triplet can be viewed as a sim-
ple graphical model. Predicate captures the general infor-
mation about the phrase while subject and object focus on
the details. To reflect the importance of the predicate within
the triplet, we place the predicate at the dominant position
and specifically design the gather-and-broadcast message
passing flow. In the message passing flow, the predicate first
gathers the messages from the subject and object as follows:
hlp = f
(
Wlp ⊗ hl−1p +Wlp←s ⊗ hls +Wlp←o ⊗ hlo + blp
)
.
— gather flow
(2)
where Wlp←s and W
l
p←o respectively denote the parame-
ters for passing message from the subject and the object to
the predicate. At the next layer, the predicate broadcasts
message to the subject and the object as follows:
hl+1s = f
(
Wl+1s ⊗ hls +Wl+1s←p ⊗ hl+1s + blp
)
,
hl+1o = f
(
Wl+1o ⊗ hlo +Wl+1o←p ⊗ hl+1o + blp
)
,
— broadcast flow
(3)
where Wl+1∗←p denotes the parameter used for passing mes-
sage from the predicate features.
In this PMPS, the gather flow collects the information
from subject and object to refine the visual features of the
predicate. Then, in the broadcast flow, the global visual
information of interaction is broadcast back to the subject
and object as context.
Conv1_1~Conv4_3
Conv5_1 Conv5_2 Conv5_3 ROI pooling
fc6 fc7
cls&reg
Parallel Sequential
Figure 5. Our final proposed model with PMPS on VGG-Net. Par-
allel implementation is placed at conv5 3 layers while sequential
one is placed at fc6 and fc7 layers.
The gather-and-broadcast flow has sequential and paral-
lel implementations, as shown in Figure 4. The implemen-
tation in (2) and (3) is the sequential one, in which gath-
ering is followed by broadcasting. In the parallel imple-
mentation, the original branch is divided into two parallel
sub-branches, one for the gathering and the other for the
broadcasting. The two sub-branches are concatenated after
message passing. The sequential implementation is done on
two adjacent layers while the parallel layer is done within
the single layer.
Since different branches have different semantic mean-
ings in the subject-predicate-object structure, their learned
features are different. We can also apply message passing
for the convolutional layers before ROI pooling for mutual
improvement. We empirically find that the sequential im-
plementation is better for the fc layers and the parallel im-
plementation is better for convolutional layers.
4. Training the Model
The triplet proposal and visual relationship detection are
accomplished in a single network. At the training stage, we
train it in multiple steps.
4.1. Training procedure
For triplet proposal, we directly use the RPN proposed
by He et al. in [37]. The model is initialized on Ima-
geNet [39] pretrained VGG-16 model, and then trained us-
ing subject and object instances.
For detection, the training process has two stages.
At the first stage, we remove the message passing struc-
ture PMPS and treat three branches as three separate detec-
tors. We initialize each branch with ImageNet pretrained
VGG-16 model and train the three branches at the same
time. During training, the ROI in the triplet is marked
as foreground when its overlap with corresponding ground
truth is higher than a specific threshold (we use 0.5 for all
three branches in the experiment), regardless of the other
branches.
At the second stage, PMPS is enabled, and the model
trained in stage one is used for initialization. In addition,
to enforce the model considers the phrase as a whole, the
subject/object/predicate ROI is regarded as foreground only
if the overlaps of the subject, the object and the phrase pro-
posals with their ground truth boxes are all higher than the
threshold. That is to say, even if the triplet ROIs correctly
localize the phrase and subject, wrong localization of the
object will force the subject and the predicate to be the back-
ground. Under this training strategy, the model is forced to
consider the interdependency of the entire phrase. There-
fore, this training strategy provides a top-down guidance,
where the top message from the entire phrase is used for
guiding the learning of three branches.
To make the Conv1-Conv4 shared for triplet proposal
and relationship detection, we take the four-step training
like Faster R-CNN [37].
4.2. Training Loss
Each branch has two outputs. For the subject
branch, the output is the probability over the N + 1
categories (N for targets and 1 for the background),
ps = (ps,0, ps,1, ..., ps,N ), and the corresponding box
regression offsets, ts = (ts,1, ts,2, ..., ts,N ). ts,n =
{ts,x, ts,y, ts,w, ts,h}, which denotes the scale-invariant
translation and log-scale height/width shift on an given
ROI [14]. Similarly, we denote the probabilities and
offsets for the predicate and the object as pp, po, tp,
to. We group the classification probabilities as p =
{ps,pp,po} and group the box regression offsets as t =
{ts, tp, to}. The model employs multi-task loss for rela-
tionship detection[13]:
L (p,u, tu,v)
=
∑
α∈{s,p,o}
Lcls(pα, uα) + λ [uα ≥ 1]Lreg (tuα,vα) ,
(4)
where Lcls is the loss for classification, implemented by the
soft-max loss, and Lreg is the bounding box regression loss,
implemented using Smooth L1 loss [13]. u = {us, up, uo)
denotes the targets for the subject, predicate and object.
v = {vs,vp,vo} denotes the ground truth regression val-
ues for the three proposals. The indicator function [u ≥ 1]
takes the value 1 for u ≥ 1 and 0 otherwise, which means
Lreg is ignored for the background. The hyper-parameter λ
balances the weights of the two losses. λ = 1 in the experi-
ment.
5. Experiment and Analysis
We use the pretrained VGG-16 [43] provided by
Caffe [20] to initialize our model. The newly introduced
layers are randomly initialized. We set the base learning rate
as 0.001 and fix the parameters from Conv1 1 to Conv2 2.
When finetuning the model on Visual Genome pretrained
model, more parameters are fixed, from Conv1 1 to
Conv4 1. For all experiments, we select top-200 boxes
from region proposal and group them into triplets. 0.25 is
used as the triplet NMS threshold.
On single Titan X GPU, our model can finish the infer-
ence in about 0.6s per image. In comparison, the R-CNN-
based state-of-art method [33] requires more than 10s per
image.
Evaluation Criteria. We adopt the Recall [1] as the eval-
uation metric as in [33]. Top-N recall is denoted as Rec@N.
For visual phrase detection, we aim to recognize 〈subject -
predicate - object〉 and localize one bounding box for the
entire phrase. For relationship detection, we should recog-
nize 〈subject - predicate - object〉 and localize both sub-
ject and object. The proposal having at least 0.5 IOU with
the ground-truth is regarded as correct localization.
5.1. Experiment on Visual Relationship dataset
Visual Relationship is proposed by Lu, et al. as a bench-
mark dataset for visual relationship detection. We will use
the dataset to evaluate our proposed model and do the com-
ponent analysis.
5.1.1 Comparison to existing approaches
We compare our model with the existing models [41, 33].
• Visual Phrases. 6,672 deformable parts models are
trained for every relationship category in training set
of Visual Relationship dataset.
• Language Prior. Lu, et al. first use R-CNN [14] to
detect objects. A language model based on word vec-
tors of the object categories and a visual model based
on the CNN feature of the object pair are then trained
to recognize the interactions.
• Ours-ViP. Full model of our proposed ViP-CNN as
figure 5 with weight sharing.
Model
Phrase Det. Relationship Det.
Rec@50 Rec@100 Rec@50 Rec@100
Visual Phrases [41] 0.04 0.07 - -
Language Prior [33] 16.17 17.03 13.86 14.70
Ours-ViP 22.78 27.91 17.32 20.01
Table 1. Evaluation of different methods at Visual Relation-
ship [33] on visual phase detection (Phrase Det.) and visual rela-
tionship detection (Relationship Det.) measured by Top-50 recall
(Rec@50) and Top-100 recall (Rec@100).
Visual Phrases [41] performs poorly due to the lack of
training instances. Compared with the state-of-art method
Model
Phrase Det. Relationship Det.
Rec@50 Rec@100 Rec@50 Rec@100
Baseline 13.69 16.41 10.31 12.75
Baseline-Concat 15.71 18.90 11.98 14.33
RNN 14.08 18.01 11.08 13.25
ViP-No NMS 10.68 16.28 9.01 11.87
ViP-Rand. Select 17.71 23.66 13.96 17.04
ViP 21.24 26.07 16.57 19.08
ViP-Post NMS 22.31 27.24 16.95 19.81
ViP-Param Sharing 22.78 27.91 17.32 20.01
Table 2. Evaluation of different methods at Visual Relation-
ship [33] on visual phase detection (Phrase Det.) and visual re-
lationship detection (Relationship Det.) tasks measured by Top-50
recall (Rec@50) and Top-100 recall (Rec@100).
that uses Language Prior [33], our model increases Re-
call@100 by 9.04% and 4.38% on visual phrase detection
and visual relationship detection task respectively. Since
both models are based on VGG-Net [43], the gain is
mainly from the better use of the interdependency within
the phrase.
5.1.2 Component Analysis
There are many components that influence the performance
of the proposed approach. Table 2 shows our investigation
on the performance of different settings on the visual rela-
tionship dataset [33].
Phrase-guided Message Passing Structure. Baseline
model disables PMPS and the three models make predic-
tion separately. Compared to our full ViP-CNN (ViP in
Figure 2), there is 10.66% and 6.33% Rec@100 drop on
visual phrase detection and visual relationship detection re-
spectively. Baseline-Concat directly concatenates the three
branches to make them fully connected at feature level. In-
stead of manually designing the information flow, it allows
the model to learn that by itself. However, it underper-
forms ViP by 7.17% and 4.71% Rec@100 on the two tasks,
which shows that the use of domain knowledge can facil-
itate the model training. RNN model utilizes the feature-
level interdependency with internal memory structure. But
its weight sharing scheme and fixed flow path deteriorate
the final results. In comparison, our ViP-CNN outperforms
RNN by 8.06% and 5.83% Rec@100 on the two tasks re-
spectively. Experimental results show that PMPS can help
our proposed model better use the inter-connection among
the phrase components for more accurate inference.
Triplet NMS. In our final model, triplet NMS is used
before detection. We also investigate removing this NMS
procedure and then randomly selecting 2000 triplets from
62,500 potential triplets to feed into detection network
(ViP-Rand. Select). It can be seen that random sampling of
triplets leads to 2.41% Rec@100 drop on visual phrase de-
tection task when compared with our full ViP-CNN model
which uses the proposed triplet NMS. On the other hand,
removing NMS from the pipeline performs worse than ran-
dom selection, with 7.38% Rec@100 reduction for visual
phrase detection (ViP-No NMS). Furthermore, when NMS
is moved placed posterior to the detection, which is denoted
by ViP-Post NMS, Rec@100 can increase by 1.14% and
0.74% on phrase detection and relationship detection. How-
ever, the execution time becomes more than 20 times as
much as before. Thus, we adopt pre-detection NMS like
Figure 2 to balance the performance and speed.
Weight Sharing in ViP-CNN. Object and subject branch
share most of the properties. They detect the same set of
objects, and they are of the similar status when we view
the entire relationship as a graphical model. Therefore we
can share the parameters for the subject and object branches
except for their message passing parameters, denoted by
Ours-ViP+Param Sharing. It can help the model to learn
more general features and reduce parameter size. The ex-
periment result shows that the parameter sharing scheme
helps to improve Rec@100 of ViP-CNN by 1.84% and
0.93% for visual phrase detection and visual relationship
respectively.
5.2. Experiments on Visual Genome
Newly-introduced dataset, Visual Genome [27], has sev-
eral kinds of annotations, one of which is visual rela-
tionships. We denote the Visual Genome Relationship
dataset as VGR. The dataset contains 108,077 images and
1,531,448 relationships.
However, we find that the annotations of VGR contain
some misspellings and noisy characters (e.g. comma). And
verbs and nouns are also in different forms. Therefore, by
cleansing the Visual Genome Relationship dataset [27], we
build up a new relationship dataset, denoted as VGR-Dense.
Due to the long-tail distribution of the categories in
VGR-Dense, we further filter out the infrequent object and
predicate categories by setting 200 as the frequency thresh-
old for object categories and 400 for the predicate cate-
gories. Then we get another visual relationship dataset
with more frequent categories, which is denoted as VGR-
Frequent.
We will test our proposed model on these two datasets
to further evaluate our proposed model. In addition, we will
investigate different ways of pretraining methods on the two
datasets for visual phrase/relationship detection task.
We randomly divide the dataset into three subsets, 70%
as the training subset, 10% as the validation subset and 20%
as the testing subset. Model training is done on the training
subset. Additionally, the images overlapping with Visual
Relationship [33] are removed from the training set.
Dataset #Images #Rel #Obj #Pred
VR [33] 5,000 37,993 100 70
VGR [27] 108,077 1,531,448 - -
ours-VGR-Dense 102,955 1,066,628 3407 142
ours-VGR-Frequent 101,649 900,739 507 92
Table 3. Statistics on the Visual Relationship [33] (VR), Visual
Genome Relationship dataset [27] (VGR) and two cleansed dataset
based on Visual Genome. The number of images (#Images), re-
lationship triplets (#Rel), object categories (#Obj) and predicate
categories (#Pred) are shown.
5.2.1 Model Evaluation on Visual Genome Relation-
ship dataset
Since there are no existing works reported on Visual
Genome dataset, we use our proposed model without PMPS
as baseline model, denoted as Baseline, and compare our
ViP-CNN with it to investigate the effect of our proposed
PMPS and weight sharing strategy (ViP denotes our pro-
posed ViP-CNN without parameter sharing in figure 5, ViP-
P.S. denotes the ViP-CNN with parameter sharing).
Dataset Model
Phrase Det. Relationship Det.
Rec@50 Rec@100 Rec@50 Rec@100
VGR
Dense
Basline 7.32 9.98 4.01 7.89
ViP 13.71 16.75 8.12 11.81
ViP-P.S. 14.17 17.29 8.74 12.17
VGR
Frequent
Basline 8.17 13.89 5.71 8.94
ViP 16.03 20.85 9.98 12.90
ViP-P.S. 16.58 21.54 10.67 13.81
Table 4. Evaluation of different methods on Visual Genome [27]
for visual phase detection (Phrase Det.) and visual relationship
detection (Relationship Det.) tasks measured by Top-50 recall
(Rec@50) and Top-100 recall (Rec@100).
The experiments on the two Visual-Genome-based re-
lationship datasets both proves the effect of our proposed
PMPS. For VGR-Dense, 6.77% and 3.92% Rec@100 in-
crease on visual phrase detection and visual relationship
detection come from the introduction of PMPS, while for
VGR-Frequent, the increases are 6.96% and 3.96% corre-
spondingly.
Furthermore, we evaluate our proposed parameter shar-
ing strategy. On VGR-Dense, it brings 0.54% and 0.36%
Rec@100 gains on the two tasks respectively. On VGR-
Frequent, the gains are 0.68% and 0.91%. The results show
that parameter sharing still works on the large-scale rela-
tionship dataset, although the gain is not as much as on the
small set like Visual Relationship [33].
5.2.2 Investigation on pretraining settings
We further investigate how the training data and training
targets influence the pretraining on our two datasets. The
results tested on the visual relationship dataset are shown in
Table 5.
For pretraining dataset, the baseline is pretrained on the
ImageNet Classification data, the others are pretrained on
our VGR-dense and VGR-frequent. The pretrained models
are used for initialization and then finetuned on the Visual
Relationship dataset [33]. During finetuning, the param-
eters from Conv11 to Conv41 are all fixed, because it is
found not influencing results in [13].
The categories in the two datasets follow long-tail distri-
bution. Especially for the VGR-Dense dataset, most of the
classes have few instances for training. Therefore, we can
use some structured targets to make full use of the instances
of rare categories for pretraining. Because of the amazing
properties of word vector [34], we can convert the label to
their word vectors as the training targets to make full use of
the rare categories. For word vector, we employ the Smooth
L1 loss function [13], which is denoted by vec in Table 5.
In addition, we also use the original multi-class targets as
comparison, which is denoted by class.
Pretrain
Dataset Target
Phrase Det. Relationship Det.
Rec@50 Rec@100 Rec@50 Rec@100
baseline - 22.78 27.91 17.32 20.01
Dense
vec 23.34 29.56 18.42 21.37
class 23.98 30.01 19.01 21.96
Frequent
vec 23.29 29.61 18.39 21.32
class 24.21 30.51 19.44 22.28
Table 5. Comparison of different pretraining methods. Baseline is
pretrained on ImageNet. All models are finetuned and tested on
the dataset in [33]. Target denotes the training targets for classifi-
cation, class label (class) or word vector (vec).
From the experimental result, we can see that pretrain-
ing using our cleansed datasets, VGR-Dense and VGR-
Frequent, performs better than the pretraining on ImageNet.
When the class label is used as the target, pretraining us-
ing the VGR-Frequent dataset has 22.28% Rec@100 on vi-
sual relationship detection, is the best choice, with 2.27%
gain when compared with the baseline. Pretraining using
the VGR-frequent dataset slightly outperforms pretraining
using the VGR-Dense dataset, with 0.32% Rec@100 im-
provement. Category labels perform better than word vec-
tor labels for pretraining, with 0.96% Rec@100 improve-
ment on visual relationship detection when using the VGR-
frequent dataset. Besides, with word vector supervision, the
two datasets have similar performance.
Based on the results, too many low-frequency categories
will deteriorate the pretraining gain when utilizing class la-
bel as training targets. With implicitly embedded structure,
word vector is expected to be a solution to the problem.
However, the result reveals that under current experiment
settings, it still cannot surpass the widely used multi-class
label targets. But the word vector target is still a possible
way to utilize the large quantities instances of rare classes,
which is worthwhile for other potential applications.
model Faster R-CNN [9] Ours-baseline ViP-CNN
mean AP (%) 14.35 14.28 20.56
Table 6. Object detection result on the dataset in [33]. Ours-
baseline has removed message passing.
5.3. Further investigation on Object Detection
To separately investigate the improvement on recogniz-
ing objects, we further compare ViP-CNN with Faster R-
CNN [37] and the baseline model without PMPS on the
intersection of the subject and object sets. ViP-CNN only
uses the subject detection results without any specific tun-
ing. Our proposed model outperforms Faster R-CNN and
our baseline model by 6.21% and 6.28% respectively mea-
sured by mAP (Table 6). By comparing the three results, we
can see that the gain mainly comes from the extra context
information introduced by PMPS. Therefore, how to lever-
age the context information with explicit semantic meaning
based on the visual relationship dataset could be a possible
direction in the future work.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, our proposed Visual Phrase Guided Con-
volutional Neural Network is proved to be effective for vi-
sual relationship detection. A triplet NMS procedure is pro-
posed to remove redundant detection results for more effi-
cient inference. In ViP-CNN, a message passing structure
called PMPS is proposed to model the visual interdepen-
dency among relationship components, which setting up a
horizontal information flow among different deep models
at the same layer. PMPS helps deep models for s/o/p im-
prove one another through mining their connections. Eval-
uated on the Visual Relationship dataset, our model out-
performs the state-of-art model in both speed and accu-
racy. Experimental results of the pretrained model on Vi-
sual Genome Relationship dataset are also presented. It per-
forms better than the ImageNet pretrained model on the vi-
sual phrase/relationship detection task. In comparison, the
word vector training target is not comparable with the la-
bel target under the present settings. Future work can be
done in this direction for mining the structural information
among the labels.
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